
six new colors available in select swanstone 
shower wall kits and custom vanity tops

CRYSTAL 
COLORS



Introducing CRYSTAL COLORS
> Shower Wall Kits    > Panels    > Custom Vanity Tops



Transform your bath with 
a distinctive range of 
expressive color experiences 
that are deeply evocative of 
the natural world.
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CRYSTAL COLORS offer a depth 
and brilliance that blends stunning 
design, a multi-hued palette, and 
outstanding durability. The smooth 
honed finish brings a richness and 
classic elegance that complements 
any style of bath, from modern  
to traditional.
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Inspired by nature and driven by 
innovation, CRYSTAL COLORS carry 
the same attention to detail and 
superb quality as other Swanstone 
products, and are backed by a 
limited lifetime warranty.
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Ivory Glass is a kaleidoscope of  

softly blushing neutrals that almost  

glow from within, and are kissed by  

a natural finish.

Crystal White is freshly packed snow 

on a frosty winter morning. A hint of 

pearl hidden in its depths adds the most 

subtle shimmer of color.

Crystal Cream is inspired by a  

perfectly formed Sahara sand dune. 

Deep, warm accents evoke a golden, 

sunswept horizon.
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Caramel Glass is deep with the hushed 

colors of the beach after a hard rain: wet 

pebbles, rolling surf and quiet sky.

Gray Glass gathers together the  

colors of a still lake and its quiet 

reflections. Gorgeous and tranquil.

Crystal Black is a deep and starless  

sky speckled with creamy glints of light 

that hint at the infinite space beyond  

its smooth surface.
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CRYSTAL COLORS are available in 72-inch and 96-inch height shower 
wall kits and individual panels. Create your custom shower with ease.
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CCSK72-3636

36"D x 36"W x 72"H kit  

with 2 shelves

CCSK72-3648

36"D x 48"W x 72"H kit  

with 2 shelves

CCSK72-3648 + CCSO-1272

36"D x 60"W x 72"H with 

11-3/4"W x 72"H overlap panel

CCSK96-3636

36"D x 36"W x 96"H kit  

with 2 shelves
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> Shower Wall Options



CCSK96-3648

36"D x 48"W x 96"H kit  

with 2 shelves

CCSK96-3648 + CCSO-1296

36"D x 60"W x 96"H with 

11-3/4"W x 96"H overlap panel

CCSP-3696-1

36"W x 96"H panel

CCSP-3672-1

36"W x 72"H panel

CCSP-4896-1

48"W x 96"H panel

CCSS-1125

11-1/4"W shelf
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> Custom Vanity Tops



Swanstone White UL-1613 

16"W x 13"D

Swanstone White UL-1913 

19"W x 13"D

Swanstone White UC-1913 

19"W x 13"D

Porcelain White

19"W x 15"D

Your vanity top will be custom built to your specifications with your choice of four 
undermount bowl options.
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Color and texture are consistent 

throughout, with no surface coating to 

crack or chip. Compression-molded, not 

cast, Swanstone will not crack or craze 

like other materials — and it’s easy to 

maintain, since it won’t mold or mildew.

Five times stronger than other solid 

surfaces, Swanstone won’t break,  

even when hit with a hammer.

Swanstone is impervious to damage 

from common household culprits. 

Acetone will not etch it; cosmetics and 

beverages cannot permanently stain it.

Heat resistant to 450° – the best in the 

industry. Walls can handle steamer units.

Same Swanstone Quality You Expect >



facebook.com/swancorp

twitter.com/swancorp

pinterest.com/swancorp

See the brilliance of CRYSTAL COLORS 
by visiting a participating Swan showroom 
or where Swan products are sold.
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